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context

The first two thirds of this years Sunday school class should have covered:

• How a Christian deals with Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll, and Peer Pressure.

• How a Christian deals with defending and understanding The Faith –
Apologetics.
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forward by chuck norris

• When the Bogeyman goes to sleep every night, he checks his closet for
Chuck Norris.

• Chuck Norris does not read books. He stares them down until he gets
the information he wants.

• There is no theory of evolution. Just a list of creatures Chuck Norris has
allowed to live.

• Outer space exists because it’s afraid to be on the same planet with Chuck
Norris.

• Chuck Norris does not sleep. He waits.

• Chuck Norris is currently suing NBC, claiming Law and Order are trade-
marked names for his left and right legs.

• Chuck Norris is the reason why Waldo is hiding.

• Chuck Norris counted to infinity - twice.

• There is no chin behind Chuck Norris beard. There is only another fist.

• When Chuck Norris does a push-up, he is not lifting himself up, hes
pushing the Earth down.

• Chuck Norris is so fast, he can run around the world and punch himself
in the back of the head.

• Chuck Norris hand is the only hand that can beat a Royal Flush.

• Chuck Norris can lead a horse to water AND make it drink.

• Chuck Norris does not wear a watch, HE decides what time it is.

• Chuck Norris can slam a revolving door.

• Chuck Norris does not get frostbite. Chuck Norris bites frost

• Remember the Soviet Union? They decided to quit after watching a Delta
Force marathon on Satellite TV.

• Contrary to popular belief, America is not a democracy, it is a Chuckta-
torship.
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establish relationship expectations

Answer the following questions:

1. What does Jesus expect from your relationship? [Be specific]

2. How do you know that your answer is correct?

3. What does this mean about the relationships you have with your friends,
your parents, your teachers, ...?

4. What are your expectations for this Sunday School Class?

I would like us to commit to and establish a clear set of expectations:
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i and ii timothy

Paul writes two encouraging and instructive letters to Timothy. As our first
”‘hard thing”’, I want us to read these letters and apply the key ideas to
relationship development.
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start with some radical questions

This book invites you to explore some radical questions.

• Is it possible that even though teens today have more freedom than any
other generation in history, we’re actually missing out on some of the
best years of our lives?

• Is it possible that what our culture says about the purpose and potential
of the teen years is a lie and that we are its victims?

• Is it possible that our teen years give us a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
for huge accomplishments - as individuals and as a generation?

• What would our lives look like if we set out on a different path entirely
- a path that required more effort but promised a lot more reward?
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Alex and Brett describe this alternate path with three simple words, ”‘do
hard things”’. Not any and every difficult thing, not a plot to make your life
miserable. For example, we’re not telling you to rob a bank, jump off a cliff,
or stand on your head for 24 hours. We are not telling you to do pointless
(stupid) hard things just because they’re hard. We’re certainly not telling
you that if you work harder, or make yourself uncomfortable on purpose, God
will love you more. He will never – could never – love you any more than He
does right now. We are challenging you to grab hold of a more exciting option
for your teen years, an option for teens that has somehow gotten lost in our
culture – an option to reach higher, dream bigger, grow stronger, love and
honor God, live with more joy – and quit wasting their lives.

It has been over two years since our dad dropped that big stack of books
on the kitchen counter and brought our aimless simmer to a screeching halt.
Since then, our website www.therebelution.com has received over fifteen
million hits from several million unique visitors around the world. We’ve
hosted Rebelution conferences across the United States – and internationally,
in Japan. At our last 2007 conference in Indianapolis, over 2100 people showed
up – some driving as many as sixteen hours to be there. The Rebelution is
something God is doing in the hearts of our generation. If you look back
over history, you’ll find other movements that were started or fueled by young
people. The problem is most of these movements were actually revolts against
God-established authority (like parents, church or government), and many
were ultimately crushed or twisted toward another end. Rebelutionaries are
not rebelling against institutions or even against people. Our uprising is
against a cultural mind-set that twists the purpose and potential of the teen
years and threatens to cripple our generation. Our uprising won’t be marked
by mass riots and violence, but by millions of individual teens quietly choosing
to turn the low expectations of our culture upside down. This is our invitation
to you – join with us and other teenagers who are serious about changing the
world’s ideas about the teen years.

Questions – respond to some of the premises of this book by Alex and
Brett –

1. In what ways has the culture lowered expectations for teens?

2. How is teen life different in today’s culture than it has been historically?

3. In what ways do you think teen age years are ”‘wasted”’?

4. If the premise is true, how will you deal with it?
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the myth of adolescence

Exposing low expectation that are robbing the ”‘teen”’ generation.

The Elephant Story
Could it be that we and most young people we know are like that elephant;
strong, smart, holding incredible potential, but somehow held back by nothing
more than a piece of twine; left powerless by a lie?

At one time teenagers did not even exist. The first documented use of
the word teenager was in a 1941 issue of Reader’s Digest. Prior to this time,
throughout history, people were either children or adults. Family and work
were the primary occupation of the group we now call teenagers. Friedrich
Heer, writes about the 1900’s in Europe:

Around 1800 young people of both sexes could reckon on being con-
sidered adults as soon as the outward signs of puberty made their
appearance. Girls attained marriageable age at fifteen. . . . Boys
could join the Prussian army as officer cadets at the age of fifteen.
Amoung the upper classes entry to university or to a profession
was possible at the age of fifteen or sixteen. The school leaving
age, and consequently the end of childhood, was raised during the
nineteenth century to fourteen.

So what was it like to be a teen back then, before the idea of teens even existed?

Consider three young people from different times in America’s past – George,
David, and Clara. [see pp. 31-32] All three were given increasing levels of
responsibility at early ages, and they not only survived, they rose to the
occasion. At the time in which they lived, young men and women like them
were not all that unusual. So, what changed? Why is it that young men and
women of the past were able to do things (and do them well) that many of
today’s twenty-five to thirty-year-olds cannot do?

Alex and Brett believe the answer is that people today view the teen years
through the modern lens of adolescence - a social category of age and behavior
that would have been completely foreign to men and women not too long ago.
The modern understanding of adolescence that allows, encourages, and even
trains young people to remain childish for much longer than necessary, holds
them back from what they could do, from what God made them to do, and
even from what they might want to do if they got out from under society’s low
expectations. [note: Stephanie made a good and interesting point – feels like
too much pressure and too much structured time exists for many teens– how
does this jive with Alex and Brett’s assertion that society has low expectations?]

Right about 1900, a cascade of labor and school reform laws were passed
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to protect kids from harsh conditions in factories. For all the good they
did, they also had some unintended and far reaching consequences. By
completely removing children from the workplace and mandating school at-
tendance through high school, teen’s once established role as key producers
and contributors came to an end. Suddenly their role was almost exclusively
that of consumers. Thus the years ending in -teen became something new
and distinctive and the concept of teenager became subversive. Why should
any teenager enjoying freedom submit to the authority of adults? With the
discovery of this new age, ours has been the century of the teenager ever since.
Entire industries - movie, music, fashion, fast food – and countless on-line
services revolve around the consumer habits of teens.

With all the money and attention focused on teens, the teen years are
viewed as some sort of vacation. Society does not expect much of anything
except trouble; certainly not competence, maturity, or productivity. The
saddest part is that, as the culture around them has come to expect less,
young people have dropped to meet those lower expectations. Try Googling
teens and expectations, you’ll find

• teens and drugs

• teens and alcohol

• teens and smoking

• teens and drinking

• a parents guide to surviving the teen years

There was also an article about teaching teen responsibility by setting expec-
tations – suggestions for these expectations were:

• make your bed every day

• be able to take a message on the phone

• clean your room every week with help from Mom and Dad - if under 15

• do a daily chore [just one], like taking out the trash

• make sure the gas gauge stays above a quarter of a tank

The article also includes encouragement to parents about the list:

Please do not feel that your teenager should be doing all of them.
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6. The Myth of Adolescence

So twelve-year-old David was expected to successfully return a ship, its cap-
tain, and its crew to the United States and seventeen-year-old George was
expected to endure the hardships of frontier life as a surveyor while we are
expected to endure the hardships of doing dishes (with a dishwasher) and
to accept the responsibility of returning pillows, sheets and blankets to their
proper place on the bed. George and David succeeded – Did you this morning?
The truth is that all of us are susceptible to low expectations. Once we have
satisfied the minimum requirements, we tend to stop pushing ourselves. Ideas
have consequences! There is a self-fulfilling power in expectations. Teens are
expected to be tech savvy and to have high interest in sexual activity – levels
of activity, consumption, and even obsession in these areas are unprecedented.
Isn’t something wrong when girls are constantly judged on their physical
appearance and pressed to become more and more sexually provocative, yet
are so rarely expected to develop qualities of character and intellect beneath
the surface?

So, what does the Bible say about teens and adolescence? Nothing.

I Corinthians 13.11

When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I
reasoned like a child.

When I became a man, I gave up childish ways.

I Timothy 4.12

Don’t let anyone look down on you because you are young, but
set an example for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith,

and in purity.

Romans 12.2

Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your minds,

so that you may discern what is the will of God - what is good and
acceptable and perfect.

We live in a culture that wants to tell you how to act, how to think, how to
look, and how to talk. It tells you what to wear, what to buy, and where to
buy it. It tells you what to dream, what to value, and what to live for – and
it’s not Christ. Consider:

• Be young. Have fun. Drink Pepsi

• Just do it.

• Obey your thirst.
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I Corinthians 14.20

Brothers, stop thinking like children. In regard to evil be infants,
but in your thinking be adults.

Our human nature tells us it is OK to do things we know we should not; or to
get away with less than our best. We excuse our choices because that’s what
teens are supposed to do or think. Well, I’m not as bad as some people I know!
We go with the crowd. We do what comes easily. The consequence? We waste
some of the best years of our lives and never reach our full God-given potential.
We never attempt things that would stretch, grow, and strengthen us. We end
up weak and unprepared for the amazing future that could have been. We
like the freedom low expectations give, but we are really being robbed. This
world is trying to trap you by its pathetic piece of twine around your ankle →
remember the elephant.

Throw off the shackles of lies and low expectations and return your gen-
eration to a true and exciting understanding of the teen years → not as a
vacation from responsibility, but as a launching pad for the rest of your lives.

Questions:

1. Even though I understand Alex and Brett’s assertion that society has
low expectations for teens and I trust that you see their perspective after
this discussion; how do we deal with Stephanie’s observation that there
seems to be significant stress and pressure placed on this generation to
solve the world’s problems?

2. Can you see a discrepancy between the message of the culture and the
message of God and/or your parents?

3. If so, what do you do about that conflict or contradiction? How do you
honor your parents and God and avoid falling prey to cultural expecta-
tions?

4. Is this even an issue for you? Should we move on and just jump into
God’s will and seek out the hard things He would have you enter into?
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6. The Myth of Adolescence

Pre-lesson conversation with Dillon – Expectations are just shifted from man-
ual labor to education – but do YOU think this is true? Were there high
expectations for productive work and responsibility but low expectations for
education back in the day? When I brought up the idea that what we see in
terms of goals and ambitions in today’s adults – namely to live a life of leisure,
with little responsibility and maximized time for extreme sports and travel and
frankly, self indulgent activities – is a result of low expectations in their teen
years and a tendency to refuse to grow up; that the culturally prescribed goals
of wealth and free time and maximized time for fun are not of Christ – Dil-
lon balked, seeing this freedom as an opportunity to play with grandchildren,
teaching them to surf or hang-glide, etc. What do you think? Have we all
bought into a lie? What does Scripture say about leisure time and retirement?
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a better way

Reclaiming the teen years as the launching pad of life

Raymond : a prime example of the failure to launch crowd.

I think about the future but, ya know, summer is for fun...live life,
party...clean up, get life together...later

We want to think that we can, at any time in the future, just get it together
and get serious, but...

Failure to Launch
Consider a diving board’s sweet spot. The pool is your future life. The myth of
adolescence says, ”‘now is the time to party by the pool!”’. The fact is you are
already on the diving board and you either hit the sweet spot or you don’t. If
you miss the sweet spot, you could belly flop, lurch of the side, jar your entire
body and get seriously injured; you will definitely not launch into the pool of life
and you’ll find yourself trying to play catch up for the rest of your life (at best).

I Corinthians 9.24-25

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets
the prize? Run in such a way as to get the prize. Everyone
who competes in the games goes into strict training. They
do it to get a crown that will not last; but we do it to get a
crown that will last forever.

Proverbs 20.29

The glory of young men is their strength...

Young men and women have strengths

• sharp minds

• energetic bodies

• flexible schedules

These are your glory and you are not likely to ever have this same set of
strengths ever again! By choosing to use your teen years for strict training,
you can choose to set direction, develop character, and build momentum for
an amazing future.

Rise of the Kidult
Kidults are full grown men and women who still live with their parents, dress,
talk and party as they did in their teens, hopping from job to job, date to
date, having fun, dreaming big, and going nowhere. This kidult population
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7. A Better Way

is growing worldwide. [In Germany – nesthockers; in England – kippers; in
France – mammones; in Japan – freeters.] Kidults are a tragic example of the
Myth of Adolescence in action. The good news is that you do not have to fall
pray to this cultural lie so that you experience a failure to launch. Even if you
have succumbed and fallen victim to the myth thus far, the gospel message is
one of grace and redemption to those with wasted pasts. but never presume
upon God’s grace by wasting even of minute of what Wilberforce rightly called
”‘the most valuable years of life”’.

The Genius of hard Things
Remember George, David and Clara; George Washington - US President,
David Farragut – US Navy’s first admiral and hero of the civil war, Clara
Barton – American Red Cross; each invested their teen years in a way that
shaped them into the history makers they later became.

Lamentations 3.27

It is good for a man that he bear the yoke of his youth.

Five Kinds of Hard
These are not secret, mystical or helpful to just some; or even just to teens.
They are God-given opportunities powered by God-given principles that work
for everybody. If we launch into these opportunities now, we’ll see powerful
results.

1. Things that are outside your comfort zone – they always ends up growing
your comfort zone for the future

2. Things that go beyond what is expected or required – these rest entirely
on your own initiative, no one will make you do them

3. Things that are too big to accomplish alone – big or really big projects
require you to share your passion with others and recruit them to work
alongside

4. Things that do not earn and immediate payoff –you will not see much
progress from one day to the next and at the time it can seem like you
would be much happier if you did not do them; frequently these are tasks
that no one else even sees and you do not win praise or recognition

5. Things that challenge the cultural norm – these can cost you popularity
and friendships, and in some countries even cost you your life; you have
to care more about pleasing God that about pleasing people around you.

As you read through the five categories, you will probably think of some hard
things you have done already. If so, Alex and Brett are asking you to throw
yourself into doing these things with a new level of passion, because they are
unique challenges God has prepared for you – because it is what you were
made to do. [Recall Rev. Grayson’s sermon about everyone being given a
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special cross to bear – a purpose, a hard thing ] They are asking you to live not
your easiest life, but your best life according to God.

• Pray this week about hard things in these categories and see how He speaks
to you.

• Consider the difference(s) between joy and happiness.

• How can these difference(s) help you to determine and stay focused on
your grand purpose?
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that first scary step

How to do hard things that take you outside your comfort zone

Tyler has not failed at anything
. . .

• he has not really done anything

• he has missed opportunity after opportunity

• he has failed to launch, to grow, discover, and get stronger

You see, life is full of scary things and full of firsts. Consider the following:

• the first day of high school

• your first speech

• marriage

• your first real job

• your first time behind the wheel

• etc. etc. name some important events like this in your life

These represent major events or markers in your life. The person you are
before one of these events is different than the person you are after the event.
Tyler has spent his life avoiding such events and he is basically the same
person he has always been. These events are scary, but if you do them anyway,
you always feel like celebrating! They are often a first step that can change
your entire life, provide new direction, open doors and they generally end up
generating your favorite stories and greatest memories.

II Timothy 1.7

God did not give us a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of
love, and self-discipline.

One thing you will notice about the heroes who accomplished great things for
God, there was one main requirement; faith.

Hebrews 11.6

Without faith it is impossible to please God

To accomplish hard things in this first of five main categories, you have to
really know and recognize who God is. Fears are usually just well concealed
lies and a comfort zone is actually a miserable place. Alex and Brett mention
three powerful truths which they call zone breakers.
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1. God works through our weaknesses to accomplish his big plans

2. Courage is NOT the absence of fear

3. You cannot get to success without risking failure

Let’s discuss each of these in detail; it is critical and life changing to understand
these zone breakers

We all like to feel strong and smart. Who wants to risk feeling weak and
stupid, right? Well, Alyssa says, ”‘Outside my comfort zone, I learned to lean
on God for strength instead of leaning on the small pleasures of this world
. . .”’ Every time we say or think things like:

• I’m just not a math person

• I’m just not a people person

• I’m just not organized

• My brain just does not work that way

We are really saying we do not want to do things that do not come easily or
naturally! We are saying God is not good and powerful enough to help us do
what we cannot comfortably do on our own. This is a lie the enemy loves.
Why do we hold back, locked in our comfort zone, our failure to thrive zone?

1. We are not as good at something as someone else we know

2. We do not have all the resources we think we need

3. We figure the chances of failing and looking like losers are too high !is
this not an image driven culture!

We are really saying

1. God only uses the best and brightest

2. He only uses us when every last thing is in place

3. He only brings glory to Himself when we . . . bring glory to ourselves too.
(ouch)

We display courage when we step outside our zone in spite of our fears. The
worst thing is never to try at all. To spend the rest of your life lamenting over
a series of what if . . . ? questions is true misery. Grace says, ”‘I learned that
if I allow fear to keep me from doing hard things, I’ll miss out on the most
exciting adventure life offers; obeying God.”’ True courage is not the absence
of fear. It is refusing to allow fear to control your actions. Commit to obeying
God, regardless of how you feel. ”‘I know that God was not asking me to
do this on my own, ”‘ says Betsy. ”‘he was simply calling me to follow His
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8. That First Scary Step

direction and see what would happen. He wanted me to draw my confidence
from Him.”’ We are not encouraging you to go jump into an aquarium with a
bunch of hungry sharks – some fears are healthy. Instead we are talking about
things you know you should do, but are not doing because you are afraid you
might fail, afraid you will feel awkward or foolish, or just afraid of the new
and unknown.

We all like to win. It sure beats losing. If we are not focused on obey-
ing God and we do not recognize His love for us and the power of walking in
His will, we can end up telling ourselves, ”‘If I do this and fail, disaster will
follow and everyone will know I am a loser.”’ Do you see the all or nothing
fallacy in that line of thinking? We might think the choice is win . . . or disaster,
but the truth in this area is so liberating and provides so much freedom. Unless
we are being intentionally foolish, a failure is never total. We are not called
to be successful all the time. We are called to be faithful, to take those first
scary steps and to leave the results up to God. Anything worth doing is worth
failing at and trying again. the Bible says that the righteous man falls seven
times and gets back up again Proverbs 24.16. Jesus clarifies that another time
the Bible mentions doing something seven times, forgiving others, it might as
well say seventy times seven. Have you ever failed and then tried again at
something 490 time? It is OK to fail at doing hard things, because all effort
produces growth. The reason we cannot do 100 push-ups is because we have
not built up the strength and endurance with consistent exercise. Failure is a
way to grow stronger, not a reason to give up.

Unknown Future, Known God

An interesting map is on display in the British Museum in London. It is
an old mariner’s chart, drawn in 1525, outlining the North American coastline
and adjacent waters. Th e cartographer made some intriguing notations on
areas of the map that represented regions not yet explored. He wrote, ”‘Here
be giants, ”‘ ”‘Her be fiery scorpions, ”‘ and ”‘Here be dragons.”’ Fortunately,
explorers ignored his warnings and discovered whole new continents as a re-
sult! It is not the giants, fiery scorpions, and dragons that keep us behind self
constructed fences, it is the fear of them. Never be afraid to trust an unknown
future to a known God. Take a moment to ponder the following questions:

1. What could your life look like if your trust in God overcame your fears?

2. How could your life be different if you chose to do hard things by stepping
outside your comfort zone?

3. What could happen in your life if you really and faithfully accepted and
believed that all things are possible with God?

4. What specific tasks have you shied away from due to fear of stepping
outside your comfort zone?
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